CENTER
FOR NETWORK SCIENCE
CEU’s Center for Network Science (CNS) offers one of the world’s first PhD
programs in the up-and-coming field of network science that provides tools
to understand how complex social, political, economic and environmental
networks are structured and how they function. Working together with leading
network scientists, students learn efficient ways of network modeling and
explore terabyte-sized datasets that capture mobile phone calls between
millions of individuals; financial transactions between banks and companies
or political party affiliations.

/ Professors of the Center for Network
Science at CEU have published in some of the world’s
leading scientific journals, including the American
Journal of Sociology, Nature and Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).
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“The Center for Network Science hosts world-renowned professors and
postdoctoral researchers who actively engage with students through interdisciplinary classes, workshops, and general research counseling. The academic work at CNS is diverse and cutting-edge, employing the latest
technologies and interdisciplinary knowledge. As a student, I benefit from
great training, generous research funding, a dynamic and friendly environment, and access to an international network of researchers and
practitioners. After a master’s degree at CEU, I decided to pursue a PhD in
Political Science with a certificate of specialization in Network Science, since
the human and material resources offered at CNS really make a difference,
opening up many doors for my academic interests and providing marketable skills.“

Doctor of Philosophy in Network Science / The PhD program in
Network Science is a pioneering, research-oriented program. It includes
training in theoretical and computational methods and coursework on the
basic notions and theories of complex networks, including hands-on experience
with large datasets. Students have the opportunity to focus on specific related
fields, such as mathematics, economics, sociology, political science or environmental science. During their research work, they participate in international
research projects. By the end of their PhD studies they develop into independent researchers able to analyze and model empirical data in academia or
in various industries.

/ Network scientists are employed in academia, government and business. Applied network
scientists work at Internet and social media companies,
where they improve users’ online experience by incorporating results of network science to the service.
They also serve as consultants developing business
infrastructure and specialize in risk mitigation for
major financial institutions.
CAREER PATH

/ CEU is committed to attracting talented
students and scholars from around the world and
provides generous merit-based scholarships available
to students from any country. Doctoral scholarships
include a full tuition waiver and a generous stipend
for housing and living expenses. Learn more at
www.ceu.edu/financialaid.
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52 English-language degree programs.
Students and faculty from some 100

WHY CEU?

countries. Alumni on 6 continents in top
positions. Accredited in the U.S. and
Hungary. 8:1 student/faculty ratio.
Based in Budapest, the heart of Europe.
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